In this article, we have proved the existence and convergence theorem of the new integral transform viz. Sadik transform. We have constructed the suitable space of pseudoquotients for the Sadik transform. The extended Sadik transform has been defined by extending the definition of the Sadik transform on the space of pseudoquotients. We have derived some properties of the extended Sadik transform and also developed its operational calculus.
Introduction
Recently a new integral transform named the Sadik transform has been introduced by Sadikali Latif Shaikh in 2018 see [2] , [4] , [5] . The Sadik transform is nothing but an unification of the Laplace transform, Sumudu transform, Elzaki transform and all those integral transforms whose kernels are of exponential type or similar to the kernel of the Laplace transform. The Sadik transform is a very powerful integral transform, having very useful properties and intricate applications in engineering and applied sciences.
The space P(A, G) is a space of pseudoquotients see in [6] , this space has been constructed algebraically and by using elementary calculus. Dirac distribution and their derivatives are gifted by the theory of distributions introduced by L. Schwartz [7] , in 1950. All Schwartz distributions are generalized functions but the construction of Schwartz distributions is very critical. Since pseudoquotients are also treated as a generalized functions therefore, many researchers are interested in the theory of construction of pseudoquotients . In [6] , M.Khosravi has explained about the constructions of pseudoquotients in detail and extended the Fourier transform on the space of pseudoquotients.
In [1] , authors have extended the Laplace transform on the space of pseudoquotients P(A, G). Also in [3] , authors have developed operational calculus of the extended Sumudu transform on the space of pseudoquotients P(A, G). Since the Laplace transform and the Sumudu transform are particular cases of the Sadik transform, therefore in this paper we are going to construct a suitable space of pseudoquotients P(A, G) for the Sadik transform and to develop an operational calculus of the extended Sadik transform. This paper is organized as follows. In the section 2, we explain about the construction of the space of pseudoquotients and also revise some properties of the pseudoquotients. In the section 3, we define the Sadik transform, construct the relation between the Laplace transform and the Sadik transform ,derive some useful properties of the Sadik transform and prove the existence and convergence theorem of the Sadik transform. In the section 4, we extend the definition of the Sadik transform on the space of pseudoquotients. We define convolution product, generalized derivative, generalized multiplication by 't' and finally we develop the operational calculus of the extended Sadik transform.
Auxiliary Results
In this section, we construct the space of pseudoquotients. Since our goal is to extend the Sadik transform on the space of pseudoquotients, therefore we need the set of continuous functions which have at most exponential growth. M.Khosravil in [6] studied construction of pseudoquotients in detail. For the construction of pseudoquotients we need a pair of sets (X, G).
Definition 2.1. The pair of sets (X, G) is said to be ∑-pair if X is non empty set and G is a commutative semigroup acting on X.
Considering the injective ∑-pair (X, G), we form the product space X × G.
Hence ∼ is reflexive.
(2) suppose (x, f ) ∼ (y, g) and (y, g) ∼ (z, h),so that gx = f y and hy = gz. Let h ∈ G,such that hgx = h f y By commutativity in G,we have ghx = h f y,but hy = gz therefore ghx = f gz,so that ghx = g f z it implies that
We can easily verify symmetry of ∼.
Hence ∼ is an equivalence relation.
Definition 2.5. The space of all equivalence classes [(x,t)] where x ∈ X, f ∈ G is called as space of pseudoquotients. It is denoted by P(X, G)
The Sadik Transform
The Laplace transform has already proved its importance in engineering and applied sciences by solving various problems of ordinary differential equations, partial differential equations, integral equations, integro differential equations. Since the utility of the Laplace transform is depend on its domain and its operational calculus. therefore the operational calculus of the Laplace transform is essential and important to study. There are several integral transforms similar to Laplace transform and all they proved their ability to solve problems in engineering by using their operational calculus. Recently a new integral transform named the Sadik transform has been introduced in 2018 by Sadikali L. Shaikh, for more details see in [2, 4, 5] . It is an unification of the Laplace transform and all those integral transforms which are similar type of the Laplace transform. 
and is defined by
If the integral in the right hand side of equation (3.1) exists then we say that the Sadik transform of f (t) exists and it is denoted by F(v, α, β ),where α, β are any real numbers provided that α = 0 and v is a complex variable.
The beauty of the Sadik transform is that by changing the values of α and β , we can convert it into the Laplace transform, Sumudu transform, Elzaki transform, Kamal transform, Tarig transform and many more transforms. In [2] the Sadik transform of some standard functions are derived.
Relation between the Laplace and the Sadik trans-
form If F(s) is a Laplace transform and G(v, α, β ) is a Sadik transform of a function f (t) then
3. If f (t) and g(t) are two functions, then their convolution product, denoted by f (t) * g(t) and defined by
Theorem 3.4. If f (t), g(t) ∈ A and f (t) * g(t) is a convolution product of f(t) and g(t), then the Laplace transform of f (t) * g(t) is given by
4)
Where F(s) and G(s) are the Laplace transform of f (t) and g(t) respectively. Now, in the same way we state the convolution theorem for the Sadik transform. Theorem 3.5. If F(v, α, β ), G(v, α, β ) are the Sadik transform of functions f (t) and g(t) respectively and f (t) * g(t) is a convolution product then
Proof. We will prove this theorem by using the relation between the Laplace transform and the Sadik transform. We know that,
where L[ f (t)] = F(s) and L[g(t)] = G(s),from equation (3.2) 
Proof. We will prove this theorem by using the equation (3.2) and (3.6)
Hence proved.
Since the Heaviside unit step function, H(t) ∈ A therefore we can find its Sadik transform. Proof. Since H(t) = 1 in (0, ∞) and H(t) = 0 otherwise, therefore
Proof. By definition of Sadik transform,
Differentiate w.r.to v on both sides, we get
Therefore
Theorem 3.10. If f (t) ∈ A then the sadik transform of f (t) exists and converges absolutely for Re(v α ) > 0
Proof. Since, f (t) ∈ A Therefore, for some real w, we have
Hence,
Therefore, for t > 0, a constant M can be chosen sufficiently large so that
Taking limit as τ → ∞, we obtain
Hence, the Sadik transform converges absolutely for γ −w > 0 i.e. Re(v α ) > w
Sadik Transform On The Space Of Pseudoquotients
In this section we will extend the Sadik transform on the suitable space of pseudoquotients. Consider the non trivial function g(t) = e −1/t for t > 0 and g(t) = 0 for t = 0. Since g(t) is continuous and bounded in (0, ∞), therefore by above theorem g(t) ∈ A. Let G(v, α, β ) be the Sadik transform of g(t). and Let G = {g n |n ∈ N} (4.1)
Note that here,g n = g(t) * g(t) * g(t) * ... * g(t)(n times) and g(t) = e −1/t . Lemma 4.1. An algebraic structure (G, * ) is a commutative semigroup Proof. Let g l , g m , g n ∈ G, for some l, m, n ∈ N. clearly G is closed under convolution product * . Now g l * [g m * g n ] = g l * [g m+n ] = g l+(m+n) = g (l+m)+n = g (l+m) * g n = [g l * g m ] * g n for all g l , h m , g n ∈ G Hence associative law holds. Also, g m * g n = g m+n = g n+m = g n * g m for all g m , g n ∈ G Hence (G, * ) is a commutative semigroup. Proof. Let f ∈ A and g n ∈ G,for some n ∈ N Our aim is to prove that,if f * g n = 0 then f = 0 Consider f * g n = 0 applying Sadik transform on both sides, we obtain v β F(v, α, β ).
1 v nα+β = 0, f orRe(v α ) > 0 Therefore,
So, F(v, α, β ) = 0 so that S[ f (t)] = 0 it implies that
Hence the action of G on A is injective. i.e.P(A, G) = { f g n / f ∈ A, g n ∈ G for some n ∈ N}
